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SUMMARY

A vhotowaphic study of the combuatimt {n a spark-
igniti;n en-&-e has been made, using both schlieren and
$ame photographs takn at high rates of speed. Although
shock wareg are pregent after knock occurs, there was no
widence of any type of sonic or wper.sonic cornprewion
uweg existing in the combustion gageg prior to the occur-
rence of knock. Atijicially induced 8hock UMWJ in the
engine did not in themselves cause knock. Tle photo-
graphs also indicate that, although auto-ignition ahead of
the jlame front may occur in conjunction with knock, it is
not nece.mary for the occurrence OJLnock. l%ere is a180
widenee that the reaction. ia not completed in the jlame front
but continues for 8otne time after the jlame front ha8 passed
through the charge.

INTRODUCTION

Speculation and contrcwersy concerning the nature
rtnd causes of combustion knock have existed from the
wry ediest reco~ition of knock as a probIem asso-
ciated with the spmk-ignition engine. Various inves-
tigators have gradually added to the general fund of
knovdedge and, at the present time, it is generdy
accepted that combustion knock is associated with the
Iast part of the charge to burn (references 1 and 2).

EarIy in 1936, the AT.A. C. A. started a program of
research on combustion in a spark-ignition engine, using
the altered h~. A. C. & combustion apparatus. The
preliminary results obtained from these tests are given
in reference 3. A Iater investigation, reported herein,
wrLscarried out during the summer and fall of 1936. In
the later study the physical phenomena accompanying
knocking combustion were investigated by schlieren
photowaphy, high-speed motion pie-tures, and indicator
cards.

APPARATUS AND METHOD

In the present tests, the AT. A. C. A. combustion
apparatus was used in conjunction with a high-speed
motion-picture camera, an optical-type pressure indi-
cator, and the NT.A. C!.A. spark-photography apparatus.
The combustion apparatus (references 3 and 4) is a

5- by 7-inch singIe-oylinder teat engine with a glass
window in the cylinder head, so that the combustion
may be studied pbotographicalIy. The engine is .-.
motored at the test speed by rm electric motor and is
then fired once by injecting and igniting a single charge
of fueI. The engine temperature is maintained con-
stant by circulating hot gIycerin through the engine.
A diagrammatic sketch of the combustion apparatus is
shown in figure 1. The cylinder head is of the pent-
roof type, aidar in shape to the one used by Schey and
Young in the tests reported in reference 5. In the
present design the space normally occupied by two
valves on one side of the head is taken by the opening
for the gkss window. As the engine fires onIy once, the
two remaining -rakes operate simultaneously and act
both for exhaust and intake. The vdws are timed to

open 55° before bottom center on the power stroke and
to close 35° after bottom center on-the foIlowing com-
pression stroke. Six spark-pIug Iocations are provided
in the cylinder head, rdording alternate positions for
the injection val-re, the spark phgs, and the audiary
fMngs.

The ignition system employs a condenser disoharge
through an induction coil with the discharge occurring
on “make” instead of “break” as in the conventional
system. hlaximum variation in timing with this sys-
tem is about + 1° of crankshaft rotation.

The observation window, rough.Iy 2% by 5 inches
(&. 1), consists of two hea~ glaw plates with an air
space between them. Compressed air is admitted to
the space between the p~ates.

The injection system, w cross s=tion of which k
incIuded in figure 1, is spring+ perated. The sprigg is
held compressed by a rocker arm, hokling the lapped
pIunger retracted and Ieaving a port uncovered in the
side of the skeve. FueI is circuhtsd under pressure
by a primary pump through t-he deeve and thence to
the rnjection vake, which is arranged to permit con-
tinuous circulation of the fuel (referenco 4). For the
injection of the fuel, the rocker arm is released by a
drop cam. The fuel is delivered to the injection valve
at a pressure of about 2,500 pounds per square inch.
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The fuel quantity is regulated by changing the length
of the plunger tiavel. During most of the tests, a seven-
orifice hjection nozzle (fig. 2) was used. This nozzIe
is similar to the one used by Schey rind Young in the
work reported k ref Qrence 5. The injection vaIve waa
mounted opposita the intake valves so that the fuel was
injected countir to the intake air flow. Injection was
timed to start 20° after top canter on the intake stroke
and the injection period was about 120°.

The engine-jacket temperature was maintained at
250° F. thro~hout the tests. The compression ratio
WaS 7,0, The injection started at 20= A. T. C. on the
intake stroke and, for the full-load fuel quantity, lasted

straight-line relationship for the mixtures having beou
assumed.

The pressure indicator hus been described in reference
6. A steel blank, which fits inti the window opening,
is used for mounting the indicator directIy in the com-
bustion-chamber wall.

Three different- typm of photograph wcro taken: (1)
High-speed 16 mm motion pictures; (2) strmk schlirrcn
photo~gphs using a continuous Hght source nnd moving
b, recording the combustion trnveI along a narrow slit
across the clmmbsr; and (3) spark schlieren nwtion pic-
tures. The Imst method uses the same film-drum cam-
era as the second, but the light for the schliercn photo-
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FIGURE l.–Di agmmamatfo8ketch of combusLfonapparatus.

for about 0.015 second. For the tests at an engine
speed of 500 r, p, m., the spark advance was 30°
B, T, C, and, at 1,500 r. p. m., it was 20° B, T. C.
The earlier sp@ was used at the lower speed to increase
the tendency to knock.

Four fuels having different octane ratings were used
in the tests: A commercial iso-octane with rm octane
number of 100, containing approximately 90 percent
2, 2, 4 trimethyl pentane; aviation gasoIine to Army
Spec%cation Y-3557-6, having an octnne number of 87;
ordinary automobile gasohne having an octane number
of about 65; and a special fuel having an octane number
of 18. In addition, blends of the 18-octrme fuel with
the 65-octane gasoline were used, having estimated
octane ratings of approximately 30, 40, and 50, a

graphs is furnished by a series of spark [lisclmrgca nnd
the entire windowis photographed.

The high-speed motion-picture camera (rcfcrcncc 7)
was mo~mted above the combustion appmatus with the
camera lens on the centerline of the window an d pmrdh?l

to the plane of the window. Tho hT. A. C. A. spmk-
photography apptimtus has been described in reference

8. For these tests, the appmatus was used ill conjunc-
tion with the schlieren optical arrangement (reference

9), by which slight Merences in indm of rcfmct ion of a
gaseous medium may bo made visiblo or photographed.
The differences may be ctiused by air flow, by waves
traveling through the medium, or by tempcmture
differences.

--
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During most of the tests inwbich the schlieren method
was used, the flka-drum camera of the spark-photog-
raphy apparatus was used in conjunction with a bigh-

Fmmc2.—The seren-orMct node.

intensity arc light. The optical arrangement is shown
diagrammaticaJJy in figure 3. In this set-up, light from
the arc is brought to a focus on the round hole in the
metal plate by the first Iena. This round hole, p]~c~ at

of onIy a %-inch strip across the combustion cham-
ber is photographed. h electromagnetic shutter is
synchronized with the engine, so as to expose the b
for only the part of the cycle that, is of interest.

When sparks me used as the light source for the
schlieren pictures, the round-hole li@ source is replaced
by a horizontal spark gap enclosed in a glass tube to
contlue the spark to a straight path, and the stop to
obtain the schlieren effect consists of a slit in a plate.
The condensers and distributor of the sparli-photog-
raphy apparatus give 13 sparks at a rate of about. 1,000
per second.

Tilth the schlieren set-up, most of the light from the
combustion flame is eliminated in the optictd train and
does not register on the film. The combustion front is
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of the second
lens, serms as the

source of light.. Light prrssing thrmgh the second lens
is rendered parallel and is directed into the combustion
chamber by the mirror ancl reflected back slightly offset
from its origgrml path by the mirror on the piston. The
settings of the mirrors are such that the light is brought
back through the second lens and to a focus sI&htly to
one side of the original source. Thus it is possible to
insert a small mirror in the optical path just before the
light comes to a focus and to reflect the entire beam at
a right angle. The round stop to obtain the schlieren
effect is placed in the plane of the image, a~otig O~Y
an annular ring of light to pass. The iilra drum of the
camera is placed at the image of the combustion cham-
ber formed by the second lens. A stop with a %%ch
slit is placed in front of the h drum, so that the image

lS9i7P~15

accompanied by a marked temperature increase and is
therefore recorded on the film. Sound waves or com-
pression waves, which are accompanied by local changes
in density, also are shown by the schheren method. A
X-inch space on the side of the chamber nearest the
usual position of the spark plug was not covered by the
mirror on the piston.

RESULTS

The high-speed motion pictures reproduced in figure 4
show the effect of air-fuel ratio on nonknocking flame
propagation with spark phgs at E and F (fig. I). These
tests were made at an engine speed of 1,500 r. p. m.
The irregular flame fronts are characteristic of alI the
flame photographs that ha-re been taken. The rate of
flame propagation was somewhat slower for the lean
mixtures, and two distinctly different- types of after-
burning -were present in the rich and lean mixtures.

.J . J ..
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Details of the photographs m~ shown to better rd-
vantage in the enkwgements in figures 5 and & lu
@ure 5, at nir-fuel ratios of 10 nnd 12.5, nftcr the fhtuc
apparently prosed through pnrt of the chmnber, nn
mea of very bright illumination oppmrcd behind the
flame front ns in the frames marked C, nnd in the
succeeding frames this nrea spread rapid] y ncross the
window. In the last frames of the enkwgements this
bright aren is the most prominent, feature of the photo-
graph. These areas, which appcnr suddenly nml spread
rapidly, do not behnve like other regions of brightness,
such ns the region in the lower pnrt of the window at
an air-fuel ratio of 10 and the other bright spots that
appear in many of the pictures. Withrow nnd lh.s-
weikr observed n somewhat similar effect in their trots
(reference 2) and attributed it to burning lubricating
oil. This explanation appeared reasonable in their case

because the brightness nppearcd ns soon as the fIamc
rwched the edge of the cylinder. TIN piston and
cylinder of the N. A. C. A. combustion apps rat us,
however, are lubricrited by graphite and tlw apparatus
bas no oil in tho crnnkcnse. Hence, some other cxxplu-
nation must be sought. The effect npprnred only fit
the richer mixtures ancl is probably msociuted with
incomplete combustion. For the mtios of 18.5 rind
21.6 the flame completely crossed the chnmlwr; then,
~fter the charge had apparently hen burned, “nfter-
mrning” begnn tincl continued until long after the
xhaust valves opened. To the cyo the exhnust np-
?earecl n brihn t violet color.

Enlargements of the burning at the nir-fuel rntio of

[8.5 are shown in figure 6, and it can bc seen that the
lame had traversed the chtimber by 30° after top
center. The afterburning, M shown in the figure, nl-
wnys originates near the spray nozzle nnd is prolmbly
cnuwd by the sudden nddition of a small ~nmunl of
fuel to the hot combustion gases, which still coI~tnin
oxygen. Records of the pressure in the injection systcm
indicated that a secondary injection of fuel might occur
more than one crankslmft revolution after the stnrt of
the main spray. One other possilJlc source of fuel is
the vmll between the nozzle seat and the spray orifices.
Approximately 0.003 gram of fuel is trnppcd in this
well. It is not known whether such a small qunntity

~f fuel vaporizing into the combustion gases could
tause the iutense ilhuninntion shown in the figures.
I?urther tests are being conducted on the cfrccts of nir-
[uel ratio,

In most of the photographs, smnll locnl areas of
brighter illumination appear throughout tho ffamc.
rhese areas nre not believed to be caused by uneven
distribution of the fuel inasmuch ns 10&octane fuel,
iiffering little in volatility from tho other fuels, burned
with very uniform illumination.
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The high-speed motion pictures in figure 7 show the
flames for fuels of different octane ratings -with one
spark plug at E. The outlines of the flames, for the
first several frames, have been marked by a series of
white dots for purposes of reproduction. Details of
the photographs me more easily seen in the enlarge-
menta of figures S and 9. The photographs show an
even illu.mina tion and a uniform rate of flame propaga-
tion for the nonknocking bur+g with the 100-octune
fuel. For the knocking explosions, there was a sudden
find definite increase in the intem=ity of illumination
at the time in the cycle that knock occurred. This
sudden increase in brightness at the time of occurrence
of knock is chmacteristic of all the knocking explosions
and increases in intensity with increas~~ violence of
knock. It. is not. to be confused with the bright light
given off by the 100-octane fuel, which has a very
high actinic mdue, the inflamed mea being very bright
and uniform throughout the entire explosion. The
first appearance of the bright illumination is indicated
by the frame marked A. lt- will later be shown that the
time of appearance of the bright light coincides exactly
with the nppemmce of pressure vismes, hence may be
used to indicate the first appeamnce of knock.

The records for octane ridings of 1S and 30 show a
sudden inflammation of the end gas just prior to the rLp-
penrance of the bright illumination. The photographs
for the 40- and 50- octune fuels also indicate that a sud-
den intlammution of the end gas took place but, in this
rose, the sudclen increase in ffame travel and the sudden
increase in illumination me shown in the same frame.
The record for Woctane fuel shows that the flame pro-
ceeded at a uniform rate across the chamber; then, after
the chamber was fWed with flame, the characteristic
bright light associated with knock appemed. .b nearly
us crm be determined, the wiolent vibrations that appear
on indicator cards of knocking eqiosions correspond in
point of time to the appemnmce of this bri@t light.
The vibrations shown on the indicator cards for the 65-
octane fueI were more violent than those for explosions
of some of the fueIs of lower octane ratings.

Figure 10 is a composite of indicator cards and streak
schlieren PIIotographs, taken with fuels of difTerent
octane ratings. The spark plug (at E, fig. 1) was
located at the bottom of the strip as it is shown in the
figure. For 100-octa.ne fuel, the mte of combustion-
front travel was somewhat slower thun the rute for
the other fueIs. This redt may or may not be sig-
nificant. There is no indication of any vibration in the
gas. The maximum pressure shown by the indicator
card for the 100-octane fuel is about S00 pounds per
square inch.

Each of the other three records shows knocking
explosions with the chamcteristic gas vibrations, the
frequency of which corresponds approximately to the
frequency recorded on the indicator cards. The slit
through which the photographs were taken did not I
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necessarily include the knocking zone, With tl.m two
fuels of lowest octane number, there is a marked
reverse movement in the combustion front before the
appearmce of the gas vibrations. The indicator cards
for these two fuels show a sudden slight rise in pressure
just prior to the violent vibrations in the pressure
record. Evidently there is a sudden release of energy
during this latter part of the burning, nnd it appears
probable that the slight rise in pressure prior to knock

bands is the stime as the frequency of the waves in the
scldkuxm record, visible in the right-hind portion of the
record; they begin simultaneously with tho pressure
waves and are believed to be caused by succe.ssivo
reillumination of the chwge as the pressure waves
passed through it. Therefore either a sudden appenr-
rmce of a brighter light, as at A in figure 7, or the tippcnr-
ance of pressure wnvea UMy be used to indicate tllcs
start and occurrence of knocking.
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smrk plug.

and the reverse movement in the combustion gwes hlotion pictures of the flame rmd spark schlicrcn
are caused by the auto-ignition of the end gas--- It is
important to note thnt only the records for explosions
in which auto-ignition is indicat~d show this slight rise.

For the record presented in figure 11, adjustments
were made to the optical system h permit more of the
intensely brihnt light from the knocking combustion
to record on the film. In this case, some of the light
from the combustion prior to knock also recorded in
the ~-inch space nearest the spin-k plug, where the
mirror did not cover the piston. The seri~ of vertical
bright bands across the record are evidently successive
images of the )f-inch sIit. TJle “frequency” of these

motion pictures taken sinlultamously but from slightly
different angles me reproduced in figure 12 for a single
spark plug nt position G, When the refractive index
of the charge is uniform tb roughout, tho spmk scidkmw
field appems uniformly ilhmimted except for spots,
lines, and shaded areus caused, respcctivcly, by dirty
spots, strtiin lines, and irregukwitics in tho mirror or
window surfaces. When combustion appears in tbe
fiekl, it is visible bucause of the tempcraturo chtingc
rind, with the type of schlieren mrangement used, tllc
combustion front appems darker than the field. Tho
region back of the combustion front dzo nppears dark
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for a distance of from 1 to 2 inches, then rI sharp line of
demarcation appems between this dark region and the
mea that has been burned. This dark region w-HI
hereinafter be referred to as the “reaction zone.” One
of the most striking features of the spark schlieren
pictures is the sharp distinction between the reaction
zone and the burned gases behind it, which appetir
fuIly as uniform in refractive index as the unburned
charge ahead of the flame.

In the photographs of figure 12, since the spmk plug
was located nt the b.nck of the chamber, the combustion
was halfway across. the chamber before it was visible.
The first frame on the left of the schhren series shows
the fiekl rIs it nppeared befor~. the flame reached the
window. The irreguhw dark region along the left-hand
edge of the window, which might at first be tmken for
the combustion front just appearing in the field, wns
caused by the fuel spray that struck the upper edge of tbe
mirror and evaporated, leaving a sIight deposit of dust
WICIcarbon particles. The combustion front appems
first in the second frame. The third frame shows the
front still farther across the window and, in the fourth
frame, the combustion front had almost crossed the
window, with some areas of- unburned charge stiU
remaining. In this frnme, the clear spaces back of the
reaction zone (on the left in the figure) fit appenred.
The reaction zone in this case appemed to cover some-
what more than half of the 2 %4.nchwidth of the window.
In the next frame (fifth from the left), the combustion
front had crossed the window and the rear edge of the
reaction zone had become more even, leaving a clenr
space bet ween the edge of the window and the renr of
the reaction zone. The reaction zone advanced very
little between the fifth and sixth frames and, imme-
diately after the sixth frnme, knock occurred. The
time of occurrence of knock was determined by the
fogging of the film by the sudden bright light accom-
panying knock. Line A indicates’ the beginning of the
fogged streaks. The point where the streaks start, of
course, is the point at which the Iight from the knocking
combustion at the left-hand edge of the window first
struck the fihn.

After the reaction zone has passed through the
chamber, the sp.mk schlierem pictures again show a
relatively clear fieId. There are no Ionger any large
regions of different refractive index but the entire field
has a rippled or corrugated ap~earrmce. These ripples
may indicate tiir flow, local areas of smoke or soot, or
some system of heterogeneous waves in the combustion
gases. Referring to the high-speed motion pictures of
figure 12, note that the frame just to the left of top
center corresponds most nemrly in time to the fifth
schlieren picture. The direct fhune photograph makes
no distinction between the reaction zone and the burned
region. Furthermore, the most intenso Iight, as shown
by the flame photograph, came from the region back of
the reaction zone where the scld.ieren photograph shows
no marked temperature gradients.

It should be noted part.icuhtrly, when the spnrk
\chIieren pictures me compared with the flmne pirturcs,
Jat the outlines of the combustiotl front m shown by
;he scblieren pictures appear to correapoml very closely
;O the outlines 01 the visible flnme in the flume pkt.urcs.
I’he third frame from the left of the flume photcqqwphs
md the fourth frame of the schliercn photugrnphs
:orrespond fairly closely in point of time.

In the first three frames of the motion picture, the
lame front has bee~l outlined in white for purposes of
~eproduction., By the fourth frnme, the flt~nw lid
:overecl most of the chnmber and, in the nest. two
kames, it covered the chmnber nnd the h~tensity of
llumination increased. Knock theu occurred, und
!he brilli=mt ihminut ion was first evident itl t IN fr~~me
marked A, just after top cell ter.

Investigations of combustion in bombs have indimtwl
~~lat shock waves, originating tit or behiml tlw [h nu?
l-ont, may trnwn-se the chnrge at n wdocity greatly in
?.xcess.of the flame velocity and gnin such intcmity as
to cause auto-ignition of the chnrgc at the opposite
md of the clmmber (reference 10). Although tlw
kreak schfieren photogmphs of knocking combustion
(figs. 10 and 11) showed no evidence of such WNVCS,n
!urthcr investigation was undertnkcn to determim
the effect of artificially induced wtivcs on the lulocking
tendenqy.

Figure 13 is a composite of indicnt.or cards d strenk
icldieren photogmphs and shows the effects of nrtitlcinlly
Induced shock wtives on the combustion, ‘h wn vcs
were induced hy disclmrging a 2-microfnratI condcnscr
:harged to 30,000 volts through a 0.004-inch diameter
topper wire stretched inside the engine nt E. WIKW
the condenser was discharged, the wire exploded with
considerable violence. At these conditions, klmck was
intermit tent when no shock wnvcs were induced.
Figure 1.3 (a) shows the wire esploding behind the
combustion front that wns stnrted by n spark plug tit
E, when the combustion was abou; hnlfwny across the
chamber, m indicnted by the point B. The shock
waves.traversing the chamber caused pmnounccd ripples
in the trace of the combustion front. M it was nIternntcly
accelerated nnd deceleratwl. There is no indicatim]
fiat- hock Occllrred. Figllre 13 (b) is n simi]nr ~)lN>to-

gmph, with the wire explodit]g slightly enrlicr. Knock
occurred in this case, but there is no indication thtit it
was influenced by the shock waves from the cxploding
wire. When the combustion vms started from the
spark plug at E, the wire could not be explmlcd at tiny
later time than shown bemuse the wire melted from the
combustion heat.

Figures 13 (c) ~nt~ 13 (d) show tile effect WhPII tlIC “”

combustion started from the opposite side of the
chamber (spark plug at F); the wire exploded when
the combustion was nbout halfway across the clmmbcr.
The clmrge knocked both times. Figure 13 (o) shows
the wire exploding at a later stago of the burning; in
this case there wti~ no knock.
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Records (not shown) taken with the wire exploding
after the combustion crossed the chamber alm-ays
showed knock occurring at the same time the wire
explodecl. Apparently if the charge was about- ready
to hmock of its own accord, the shork from the explod-
ing wire acted m a “trigger” to set off the knock.

The indicator csrds (fig. 13) were taken at conditions
simiiar to those represented by the schlieren records
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spark plugs on opposite sides of the chamber (E and
F). In both photographs of figure 14 the two com-
bustion fronts apparently meet and continue through
each other} covering about hdf of the remaining dis-
ttmce across the chamber before merging with the
general pattern of the burning. The combustion space
is about 1 inch deep at this time, so there is litt]e possi-
bility tlmt the two fronts pnssed each other at d~erent

—
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B.T. C. 150 E.c. l~o A.T. C.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

FIGCIMl&-Indfcator cards snd schken photographs showfng eE&t of espIcdIr.rgw!rea on combustion Wk. Mr-fneI ratio, 14; A, first av!denea of knock; B, Wrs
expIodes engtne speed, 503 r. p. m.: one spark pluG Si-dsne fuel.

and show the gas vibrations caused by the exmloding
wire. Records- 566 nnd 561 show no “knock, ~-here~
euch of the other cards shows that knock occurred at
or near the end of the combustion period.

The mnplit ude of the shock w-aves shown in figure 13
is comparable with the amplitude of the wa-res set up
by moderate knock. There is no indication, however,
that waves of this intensity wilI in themselves cause
knock.

Fwres 14 and 15 me scldieren photographs show@
combustion, with and without knock, started from two

le~els in the chamber. IrI the knocking expIosion, the
two flame fronts had met before knock occurred.

F~ge 15 also shows that the two combustion fronts
in the knocking eq?losion met each other before knock
occurred, so that no region of noninff umed chtirge re-
mained in the visible field to riuto-iggite. ~ region of
noninfhmed charge may ha~e existed in the hulf of the
combustion chamber not covered by the window. The
photographs of the nonknocking explosion show the
reaction zones meeting at the fifth frtime from the left.
A small, roughIy triangular region stti remnined on

.....
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the right-hand side of the fmme, as yet not reached by
the reaction. The sixth frame shows the reaction zone
stiII persist~~, though sumewhat narrower than in the
previous frame. Apparently the entire chamber had
been reached by the reaction. In the seventh frame,
most of the reaction zone hzcl disappeared but a small
spot, corresponding roughly in shape and location to
the nonirditimecl spot in the fifth frame, stiII perssted.
The appearance of the succeeding frames is -iery similar
to that of the corresponding frames for the knocIitig
explosion, showing ordy the rnppled or corrugated ap-
pearance characteristic of the combustion gases when
the reaction is apparently completecl.

In order to insure that the last part. of the charge to
burn was in the field of vie-w, photographs (fig. 16) were
taken showing the combustion when four sprmk plugs
were so arranged that the last point reached by combus-
tion was directly beneath the mindow. The four spark
phgs were located at E, F, G, and J, and the injection
valve was Iocated at H. The spark plug at G was
timed to fire 3° rihetid of the other three plugs, so that
the combustion front from the back of the chamber
reached the window with the other three combustion
fronts. In each of the four strips of photographs, the
combustion fronts approached each other from the four
sides of the window, localizing a small portion of the
charge directly beneath the -window. The bottom
strip in figure 16 (record 72) shows that the four com-
bustion fronts had merged before knock occurred, and
other photographs that have been taken with this
arrangement indicate the same merging preceding
knock. GeneraUy, the last fi-arne before knock cccurred
showed a small region not yet reached by the combus-
tion, as shown in the other three strips in figure 16.
There is no reason to belie~e, howe~er, that this smaII
region had not been reached by the combustion before
knock occurred because in each. case sufficient time for
the combustion fronts to merge had apparently elapsed

. between the time the last frame before knock was taken
and the time of occurrence of knock. The white
clashed lines, mmked A on the figure, correspond to the
position of the left-hand edge of the image of the
window -when knock occurred. Inasmuch as the film
was wrapped on a rapidly rotating drum and the light
from the knock continued for as long a period as one
revolution of the drum, the fogged streaks usually
continued around the film and show on the left-hand
part of the pictures.

In no case, in the more than 50 photographs taken
at these same conditions, was there any indication of
any auto-ignition ahend of the combustion fronts, or of
any sudden increase or decrease in the speed of combus-
tion propagation.

The indicator cards shown in figure 16 me representa-
tive cards taken at the same conditions as the photo-

graphs. It is seen that the intensity of knock varied
greatly from cycle to cycle. The extreme violence of
the vibrations in record 81 is probably caused by the
location of the indicator diaphragm immediately abo~e
the hst portion of the charge to burn. It was noted
during the work that fine cracks appeared in the sur-
faces of the gkss mirror and the window in the genemd
region of the last pm-t of the charge to burn. These
cracks were probably causecl by the intense heti t of the
knocking combustion.

Amother feature of interest appears in the upper
strip of @re 16. In the eighth frame from the left,
a small dark area apperm in the image, where no Iight
was transmitted. This mea (marked E) grows rapidly
larger in the succeeding frames. %nulttmeously, with
the appearance of the opaque area, a very bright
fogged streak begins in exactly the same region and
grows larger in unison with the opaque area. Evidently
this area, although opuque to the Light from the sparks
for the schlieren pictures, is at the same time emitting
Iight of extreme intensity. It is beIieved that the
opaqueness of the area is caused by smoke. The
appemance of black smoke in connection with knock is
often obse.r-red. This black smoke is frequently
gncount ered with the combustion apparatus, which is
kept free from carbon and is run without oil. Evidence
of the same effect appears to a lesser e..tent in the
other pictures of figure 16, and to rt greater or a Iesser
degree in a great many of the photographs of knocking
explosions. Record 117 (fig. 10) shows the same effect
in a streak schIieren picture.

Schlieren photo=mphs of four exp10sion9 are shown in
figure 17, in which the spark phlg vms Iocahd at position
H so that the flame trwrelecl diagonrdly acro~ the win-
dow. With this arrangement-, the half of the chamber
not co~ered by the window w-as crossed by the combus-
tion before combustion was completed under the win-
dow, and the last portion of the charge to burn was
located in a part. of the chamber most of which was in
the field of -iiew of the camera. The outline of the
cyIinder is shown in white around the frame photo-
graphed just prior to knock. In each case, the com-
bustion is shown to be either across the chamber or
almost across, before knock occurred.

DISCUSSION

Any study of combustion in internrd-combustion
engges is necessarily handicapped by the fact that the
individual investigator works with relati~ely few types
of engines; whereas the resuhs must be correlated with
a great ~ariet y of engines and operating conditions.
This handicap is particularly true in a photographic
study of combustion, where the combustion-chamber
shape and engine operating conditions me necessarily
lidecl.
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The combustion apparatus in its present form is very
similar to some types of engine, with the exception that,
inasnuch as the combustion apparatus fires ordy once,
there can be no exhaust gases present in the charge.
The cylinder walk are also cooler than would be the
case in an engine running continuously. The preLimi-
nm-y tests reported in refmence 3 have shown that the
apparatus behaws in a manner similar to that of a con-
ventional engine, and it is believed that data obtained
with this engine are as gemmdly applicable as are the
results obtained on any one engine.

Shock waves, —Payman and Titman (reference 10)
huve published a series of flame and sc.hlieren photo-
graphs of explosions and detonations in a tubular bomb.
These photographs show -rery cIearly the formation of
a shock wave preceding the combustion front and caus-
ing auto-ignition at the end of the bomb. It has been
beLieved that possibly a simdar wave ma~ occur in
engines under knocking conditions. The data presented
in this report show no evidence of any such high-
velocity wave and show, in addition, that if such waves
are artiflcia~y induced in the engine cylinder they do
not cause knocking. The flame photographs shown by
Boerlage (refermce 11), however, me very similar to
the flame photographs shown by Payman and Titman,
which show auto-ignition at the end of the combustion
chamber. The schlieren photographs of Payman and
Titian show the auto-ignition to be caused by a shock
wrme. AIthough the auto-ignition of the charge at the
end of the combustion chamber away from the spark
plug in Boerlage’s tests may be caused by the hot -wall
of the chamber, the possibility of a detonation rave
must not be overlooked.

The brilLiant light given off by knocking explosions
is evidently caused by the shock vwres that follow
knocking, further compressing the hot gases in the
combustion chamber. The record in ilgure 11 shows
this phenomenon to best advantage. The recompressed
gases may be so highly heated by the shock waves tlmt
dissociation occum, giving free carbon in the exhaust
and resulting in smoke, as indicated in figure 16.
The Iight areas shown in f@res 10 and 13 at. about
15° i%. T. C. are due to the change in the dir@ion of
the Iight beam caused by the piston slap and are not to
be confused With the sharply defied phenomenon
shown in @ure 11 or the light streaks shown in &u res
12, 15, 16, and 17.

ReIation of auto-ignition to knock,-%.ue of the pho-
tographs shown herein indicate that- auto-ignition of the
last part of the charge to burn occurred during some of
the more se~ere knocking explosions. (See figs. 9 and
10.) This result is in accordance with the findings of
Withrow and RassweiIer reported in reference 2. In a
number of other instances, however, the combustion
front appeared to be across the chamber before the
occurrence of knock, as is shown in figures 8 and 10
(record 82) to 17. The explosions shown in figures 16

and 17 knocked with extreme violence, yet the reaction
fronts had crossed the chamber before knock occurred.
RESINS similar to these have been obttiined in a bomb
by 31amvelI and Wheeler (reference 12). Their photo-
graphs of eq?losions of hydrocarbon ~apors and air
show, in a number of instances, the flame tmweming
the chamber before knock occurred. They also ob-
tained ignition of the unburned charge ahead of the
advancing flame, although the explosions in those
cases were no louder than usual and the pressure records
showed no unusual features. Some investigators have
suggested the probability that more than one kind of
knock can occur. Stansfield and Thole (reference 13)
mention three types as being possible; namely, “true
pinking”; auto-ignition of the unburned portion of the
charge when compressed adiabatically by the advancing
frame front; and preignition. They define preignition
as auto-ignition of unburned misture either before the
spark passes or, more nsualIy, before more than a
small part of the charge has burned. Boerlage and his
coworkers (references 14 and 15) mention “pink” and
“knock” as berng distinct phenomena.

It is probable that the distinction should be limited
to that between “knocking” (detonation) and “pust-
ignition.” Postignition is a secondary combustion
front originated by a hot surface ahead of the primary
combustion front, whereas knocking is a gaseous reac-

.—

tion taking place with sufllcieat viohmee to set up
sonic or supersonic wa-res in the combustion gases.
Postignition may result in rough ruining from excessi~e
flame -relociti~ as found by Scmders and Brown (refer-
emce 16), w-hich may in turn develop into knocking.
A distinction becomes particularly important in the
matter of rat@ fuels. The fact that Tilthro-iv and
Rassmih&s results (see reference 2) show a time interval -
of about 0.0013 second for the knocking e-splosia n to ~
the unburned portion of the chamber indicates that the
phenomena they recorded may have been postignition
from the combustion chamber wall rather than knock-
ing. The same fact may be true in regard to the results
presented by Boerlfige in reference 11.

Duration of the reaction.—Tke afterbtig (as &’-
tinct from postignition) shown in figure 5 fo,r rich mis-
tures indicates tlmt. a reaction causing a relhnnination
of parts of the charge may occur after the flame front
bas passed through the charge. The two streak schlieren
photographs of figure 14 and aI.I the spark achlieren
photographs indicate that. some reaction which changes
the density of the charge or, more precisely, the refrac-
ti~e index, continues for some time after the combus-
tion front has prosed through the charge. This inter-
pretation of the schheren photographs presupposes that
no dreme curvature or tilting of the combustion front
occurs. If the combustion advanced across the cham-
ber m a narrow tongue, tith a region of unburned
charge between the inflamed region and the window,
then the upper surface would appear as a dark area in

.—
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the schlieren field. TJndoubtedly, some curvature of
the combustion front does exist but the extreme dis-
tortion necessary to produce the large dark areas shown
seems improbable, particularly when it is considered
that no such curvature can be seen about the edges of
the flame as seen from above. Rassweiler and Withrow
(reference 17) mention the possibility of error caused
by observation of fi curved flame front. They say,
however, that observations in an engine used for study-
ing absorption spectrn indicated that throughout most
of the flame propagation the curvature of the flames in
the vertical plane is not very marked.

Some disagreement exists in the literature concerning
the probability of burning in the mixture after the flame
front has passed. In the combustion of gaseous mL~-
tures, Lewis rmd von Elbe (reference 18) hold that no
cogent arguments htive been advanced in favor of after-
burning and that the evidence available supports the
the.ory thwt the reaction is completed very quickly.
Among others, EIIis and hlorgan (reference 19) and
Souclers and Brown (reference 16) have conducted tests
that they believe indicated the presence of afterburning.
The illumination in the region back of the reaction zone
before maximum pressure is reached can, of course, be
caused by the adiabatic compression of these ‘gases
(reference 18).

The researches of Nlaxvd rmd Wheeler on the com-
bustion of hydrocarbon vapors (reference 12) led them
to conclude that combustion is not completed in the
flame front, in either knocking or nonknocking explo-
sions, but that in a knocking explosion the reaction is
not continuous, being completed very suddenly foLlow-
ing a certain delay period nfter the ffame front has
paesed through.

In the combustion of gasoline-air mixtures, Withrow,
Rassweiler, and coworkers have conducted tests which
indicated that the reaction was completed in a very
narrow zone. Tests with the sampling valve (reference
20) indicated that the free oxygen at a point in the
combustion chamber disappeared almost as soon as the
flame arrived, Experiments with the spectrograph (ref-
erences 21 and 22) showed that the spectrum of the
flame fronts was characteristic of burning hydrocarbons
and that the spectrum of the afterglow was character-
istic of carbon dioxide. In the sampling-valve experi-
ments, however, it appears possible that the reaction
may have completed itself after entering the sampling
valve. The analysis presented in reference 17 is based
on the assumption that the reaction is completed in tho
flame front. The final curves of “percent mass burned”
agree remarkably well with the curves of “percent pres-
sure rise”; hence, it may be that the portion of the
charge left unburned after the flame front passes is
small.

In general, the photographs presented herein indicate
that reaction continues for an appreciable time after
the combustion front passes through. If the photo-

graphs are accepted as showing that the combustion
was across the chamber before knock occurred, then
again it mustlm believed that the reaction is not com-
pleted in the combustion front and that knocking cmn-
bustion probably consists of a sudden nnd very violent
completion of a refiction rdready stinted.

CONCLUSIONS

1. hTo evidence was found that shuck wwvcs or nny
type of violent compression wtives arc msocin ted with
knock un~il after the actual occurrence of knock.
Artificially induced shock wmws in the mgino did not
in themselves cause knock.

2. Although auto-i=tition nhead of the flnme front
ma-y occur in conjunction with severe knock, prohbly
it is nob necessnry nor does it tilways occur with knock.

3. The photogmphs indictite that the rcnction is Not
completed iu the combustion or ihunc front but col~-
tinues for some time nfter these fronts IMw.? passed
through the chmge.

LANCLZY LIEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,

NATIONAL ADWSORY COMMITTEE FOIt AERONAUTICS,

LANGLEY FIELD, VA., llecwz~er 0, 1937.
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